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Lillian Cardinali, for a number of years editor of our "Who Banded 
What" Section, is moving to Florida to live. From their new home the\1'9 
we shall hope to receive interesting and infonnative articles from the 
Cardinalis for publication in ~~• Lillian Cardinali took care of 
the details of this section t hrough its early and formative years and 
brought it to its present position as an eagerly read feature. We shall 
always be grateful to her. 

Betty Knorr becomes the new "Who Banded What" edi tor. Plan now, when 
writing up your 1962 lists of birds banded and ret ume d, to make an ext:ra 
copy of the list you make for the Banding Offic e - - se nd this extra copy 
to Mrs. Betty Knonr, 58 Steamboat Landing Road, Cheese quake, So • .Amboy, N.d' • 

_ - ~ ~~~=---"-"-~ u ,,,___"" ---"*IJL-.....---=~f---~~-~~J:L}~.::::=-
How are you planning to get to next year's EBBA annual meeting? 
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BANDING NOTES ON THE STARLING AT MEADVILLE, PA. 
By Robert c. Lebennan 

To say that the introduced 
starling (Sturnus vulgaris) was a 
generally unpopular member of our 
North American avifauna would be 
putting it rather mildly. Some 
people tolerate it, most bird 
watchers are inclined to rather 
despise it, and a few of my hardy 
"birder" friends choose to ignore 
the species altogether -- even to 
the degree of refusing to list them 
when they are keeping score on the 
local Christmas counts. 

Choose to ignore it, hate it, 
or wring its neck at every oppor
tunity if you will -- nonetheless 
it is here to stay; one of the 
most abundant of our eastern birds. 
It would seem at least that the 
starling deserves the minimum 
courtesy of being studied by us 
bird banding addicts. 

Armed with a new banding 
permit in May of 1958 we set out 
to ring every feathered creature 
that we could get our hands on; 
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the pugnacious Starling having been one of the most frequent of those 
captured. Only the Evening Grosbeak has exceeded it in total numbers 
taken and in the number of recoveries received. An examination of our 
banding files from May 1958 through December 1962 shows the folloring 
statistics: 

TABLE I 

Number banded 
1958 • • • • 76 
1959 • • •• 254 
1960 • • •• 331 
1961 • • • • 360 
1962. .--11._ 

Total 1092 

Number of repeats •••• 12 
" " returns • • • • 22 
" recovered •••• 27 




